Investigation of electric-erosion processes on the electrodes of alternating current plasma torches
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Abstract: The paper deals with investigation of electric-erosion processes on the electrodes of the plasma torches with various power. Different technologies of electrodes production are studied, tested and the results are represented and discussed in the paper.
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1. General

The paper deals with investigation of electric-erosion processes on the electrodes of the plasma torches with various power.

These plasma torches are used in systems with plasma chemical reactors [1] and they are widely used for plasma gasification of different organic containing substances including for syngas production. The long life time of electrodes is very important for reliable operation of the plasma torches.

The paper describes different methods of electrodes production using various composition of materials [2]. Measurements are made in a zone of the highest electrode wear - in a place of an arc attachment [3]. Determination of the wear rate (specific erosion) is made including the statistical data of the length change of the electrode working part.

The system of continuous determination of electrode erosion in the process of alternating current plasma torch operation is investigated. The system does not demand the engineering change in the plasma torch and the plasma chemical reactor. The system allows doing the integrated study of the specific erosion behaviour depending on the cooling mode, sort of the plasma-forming gas and its flow rate.

Permanent diagnostics of an electrode condition when in service and precise determination of the moment of its fracture initiation relating to the production prototypes of plasma torches and to the perspective ones is possible [4].
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